Abstract
Introduction
The B-Method [1] is a theory and methodology used for the formal development of computer programs. It includes a concise language based on set theory and predicate logic, called B, and is used by industries in a range of critical domains, notably in railway control (e.g., the control system for the automatic, unmanned Paris Métro Line 14) .
Proof activities in B are usually carried out using the interactive theorem provers, Atelier-B [25] or the B-toolkit [2] . Model checking is a useful, complementary approach that can perform these tasks automatically, if bounds are placed on system types; as with the combined Banimation/model checker, PROB [19] .
A major challenge facing model checking is the problem of state space explosion. This is where a linear increase in the size of a specification leads to an exponential increase in the number of states, which the model checker must explore. Thus, checking larger specifications becomes intractable. Much research in model checking focuses on methods to combat this problem, including partial order reduction [12] , induction [6] and abstraction [5] . Symmetry reduction is another approach, which exploits symmetries inherent in the system [6] by constraining the search to representatives of symmetric states; often resulting in significant savings in memory and time. A successful technique relies on a special data type, called a scalarset, being introduced into the language of the model checker, to indicate symmetric structures (e.g., the Murϕ Verifier [13] and SymmSpin [3] ). This requires the user to indicate symmetries of the model, and is therefore error prone, and compromises the automation of model checking.
This paper presents an automatic method for exploiting symmetries caused by a key component of the B language, the deferred set. The work uses a very different technique to an alternate strategy called permutation flooding, which we present in [18] . In the next section, we introduce deferred sets in B, and the notion of symmetry. Section 3 follows with a detailed example that elaborates on the types of symmetries exploited. The integration of our symmetry reduction into the PROB model checker is given in Section 4. We then describe a two-phase technique that identifies system symmetries, using a graph isomorphism algorithm based on nauty [21] . Finally, we illustrate the effectiveness of the technique by applying it to several typical B models, and we discuss its drawbacks and future improvements.
Symmetry and Deferred Sets in B
In B there are two ways to introduce sets into a B machine: either as a parameter of the machine, or via the SETS clause. Sets introduced in the SETS clause are called given sets. Given sets whose elements are explicitly enumerated are called enumerated sets; the other types of sets are called deferred sets. An example of both kinds of given sets is given below:
SETS
ExitMsg = {success,fail}; // an enumerated set Proc // a deferred set Deferred sets consist of abstract elements. For instance, Proc is a set of abstract processors. The only information known about a given element of such a set is the identity of this deferred set. It follows that the permutation of one abstract element for another will have no effect on semantics; no information is gained or lost. Extending this idea, one finds a set containing n elements of Proc to be symmetric to another set containing n elements of Proc. Indeed, the use of abstract elements in a B specification gives rise to symmetries in data structures used within the system, which our scheme can exploit. This is similar to the symmetries induced by scalarsets [13, 3] , which are sets of permutable scalar values. In the next section, we describe a concrete example to elaborate on the types of symmetries that our method can exploit.
Motivation
Let us indicate the type of symmetry we want to exploit by considering a simple B model of a phone book, see Fig. 1 below. The model (or machine) has three operations: add, to add entries into the phone book; delete, to remove entries; and lookup, to query a person's phone number.
The machine has two deferred sets, Name and Code, modelling sets of names and phone numbers respectively. A single variable, db, which is a partial function, stores the contents of the phone book; hence, a Name can have at most one Code associated with it.
An exhaustive search of the state space of this machine requires bounds to be placed on the types used [19] . If we set the cardinality of the deferred sets to 2, the full state space has 10 distinct states. Fig. 2 shows the state space, where the label of each state is the current value of db (e.g., {(Name1,Code1)}). For clarity, the parameters of the add operation are hidden, and the delete and lookup operations are not depicted (this does not affect the set of reachable states).
The use of deferred sets give rise to symmetries among the states. Informally, we define two states as being symmetric if the machine invariant has the same truth value in both states, and if there is a permutation between the two states that permutes values of deferred sets. We also require this permutation to respect the typing e.g., a Name can only be permuted with another Name. In Fig. 2 , the state db = {(Name1, Code1)} is symmetric to db = {(Name1, Code2)} since both are functions and there is the Permutations that preserve the equivalence of two states must take care with values that are constants or elements of enumerated types (including Booleans and integers), since these values can break the symmetries described above. For example, an alternate phonebook machine might use a constant '999' ∈ Code to represent the phone number of the emergency services. To ensure this number is reserved, we strengthen the precondition of the add operation with n = '999'. Supposing db = {(Name1, Code1)} and db = {(Name1,'999')} are two reachable states for this new machine, we must find that they are not symmetric, despite the existence of a permutation on deferred sets between them. To handle this particular case, values of constants must not be permuted once model checking has started. A thorough definition of these permutation functions, and soundness results of the symmetries, can be found in [18] .
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Figure 3. Reduced State Space of Phonebook
Our approach to symmetry reduction checks only one (unique) representative per symmetry class, using an algorithm for graph isomorphism that permits the permutations described. For proof of soundness with respect to standard model checking, see [18] . Fig. 3 , illustrates the symmetry reduced state space for the phonebook machine. The technique exploits symmetries caused by deferred sets, so it is likely to significantly reduce the time to model check many B specifications, since such sets are commonly used in B. For instance, deferred sets often occur near the top of stepwise refinement chains, in the abstract specifications. In the next section, we present our approach for identifying symmetries.
Symmetry Detection
The task of identifying unique representatives from sets of symmetric states is closely related to the well known problem of solving graph isomorphism [16] , which currently has no known polynomial algorithm. However, in practice some extremely efficient algorithms exist for most classes of graphs [15] that may contain several thousands of vertices [11] . The most efficient general purpose graph isomorphism program is nauty [22] .
This section outlines our method for computing representatives of states in B using an extension to the underlying algorithm of nauty. The idea is to compute representatives in two phases, starting by translating a state to a graph, and then applying a graph isomorphism program to find its representative.
Symmetry in Model Checking
Let us recall that given a specification of a system, model checking involves the construction of a state transition system (model), representing the behaviour of the system, so that properties of it can be checked by exhaustive search. [20] . In PROB, such models are automatically constructed and searched for states that violate properties specified on V (invariant violations), or are deadlocked.
Constructing models in
We now formalise our modified model checking algorithm, to show how symmetry detection via graph isomorphism is integrated into the checking; see Algorithm 1. When a new state is encountered it is not explored further if its canonical form has already been explored. On line 4, error is a function which returns true if the argument is an error state: usually, this means an invariant violation or a deadlock 1 . Also note the use of random on line 11, and α, which is a user defined value. Its effect varies whether model checking progresses using a depth first or breadth first search.
The variable Queue, stores the states with transitions yet to be explored, and V isited records states already reached by checking. SGraph stores the section of the model explored so far. The function G (line 9) converts a state of a B machine into a labelled, directed graph, and is explained in Section 4.2 below. The function canon computes a canonical form for such a graph. We explain how the function works in Section 4.4. Note that all elements of Queue and V isited have associated hash values. It is therefore usually efficient to decide whether sg ∈ V isited. We have implemented this algorithm within PROB, and we provide empirical results later in Section 5.
The Graph of a B State
Let us first consider an example of a graph that represents a state, which we will refer to later. Fig. 4 shows the state graph of the state, db = {(Name1, Code1), (Name2, Code2)} in Fig. 2 .
In this graph, the value of the relation, db is represented by edges that indicate specific ordered pairs, whose edge SGraph := SGraph ∪ {state → Op succ} 9: sg := canon(G(succ)) 10 :
if random(1) < α then 12: add succ to front of Queue 13:
add succ to end of Queue 15: end if 16 :
end if 18: end for 19: end if 20: end while 21: return ok Fig. 7 . Also, although our graph representation does not distinguish v = {s 0 } from v = s o , the B type system does and we only work with well-typed machines (typing is decidable in B).
We extend this idea for nested data structures, such as sets of sets, through the introduction of a set of special, symmetric vertices X, which contains an element x ∈ X 
we have n + 1 special vertices, and we translate the relation {(x 0 , x 1 ), . . . , (x n−1 , x n )} to a graph, as in Fig. 7 . Then, we recurse on each nested value V i , 0 ≤ i ≤ n and draw the corresponding graph with x i as the new 'root'.
By composing the individual graphs that represent each value of a variable in a state, we obtain its state graph. Let G denote the function translating a state to its state graph. As an example, the graphical form of the state, Fig. 8 . Note that the colours used should be ignored; they will be explained in the next section. 
Relating Graph Isomorphism to State Equivalence
A convenient technique for establishing whether two graphs are isomorphic is to compute a canonical label for both. Canonical labelling functions find a unique label for some graph, which is the same for all symmetric graphs. These algorithms rely on the permutation of graph vertices. Let us denote all vertex permutations with the relation γ. Now, consider a graph, G with vertices
n }, each of which corresponds to an adjacency matrix that encodes the graph; thus, Γ is an ordered set. Typically, an implementation of the algorithm will compute a subset of Γ and will choose the least element as the canonical label.
The assignment of labels to vertices is one method to encode extra information in a graph. For example, the vertices of two disjoint sets could be assigned one of two labels. By convention, vertex labels are called colours, and a vertex labelled graph is called a coloured graph. Canonical labels can be computed for coloured graphs by requiring vertex permutations take place over vertices with the same colour.
Definition 4.1 Permutation function
We now describe how coloured graphs relate to state graphs. First, recall that in Section 3 we gave an informal definition of symmetries in B. We say that two states are symmetric if the invariant has the same truth value in both, and there exists a permutation between them over certain elements of deferred sets. In previous work [18] , we prove this by defining a permutation function, f over symmetric elements of deferred sets used in a machine. We can extend our definition of a state graph (Section 4.2) by colouring vertices. We assign the same colour to any pair of vertices iff f permutes their corresponding state values. For example, the vertex colours used in Fig. 8 would reflect that s 0 , s 1 ∈ DS 1 and s 2 ∈ DS 2 , given that DS 1 , DS 2 ⊆ DS. Also, note the same colour is given to vertices x 0 , x 1 and x 2 , which belong to the set of special, symmetric vertices, X.
By lifting f to machine states we show in [18] that state σ satisfies predicate P (including any invariants), iff f (σ) satisfies P. The goal now is to show that two states are symmetric iff canon(G(σ)) = canon(G(f (σ))). This is accomplished since canon permutes only vertices with the same colour (Definition 4.1).
State graphs cannot be applied immediately to nauty, which works on undirected, unlabelled and coloured graphs. In the next section we extend this to directed and labelled graphs.
Computing Canonical Labels for Unlabelled, Undirected Graphs
The canonicalisation function, canon, has been implemented in SICStus Prolog, and integrated into PROB, using a technique called 'partition refinement', as used by the efficient graph isomorphism programs of nauty and saucy [8] . For a thorough introduction to partition refinement, see [15, 21] . Our implementation modifies the partition refinement step used by nauty. Before explaining our new algorithms for computing canonical labels, we first introduce some key concepts, and recall McKay's algorithm for unlabelled, undirected graphs [21] .
A naïve approach to computing canonical labels would make n! analyses for a graph with n vertices (Section 4.3, paragraph 1). Ideally, however, this should be as few as possible. A step towards this goal is to first sort the vertices by degree (the number of adjacent vertices in the graph), and consider only those orderings that preserve the degrees of the vertices. Let us extend this idea with the notion of equitable partitions; a relatively simple but effective technique that constrains further the number of orderings to consider.
Consider a simple graph G with the set of vertices V.
, a singleton set). Let v ∈ V and W ⊆ V, then the number of elements of W, which are adjacent to v in G, is denoted as d(v, W). An ordered partition π is
Since discrete partitions contain only trivial cells, we have the property that all discrete partitions are equitable; however, an equitable partition is not necessarily discrete.
An equitable partition π β is computed by a procedure called refine, by analysing degrees of vertices in a graph, given some initial ordered partition π α 2 . The computation ensures each cell in π β is a subset of some cell in π α . π β is said to be finer than π α ; denoted π β ≤ π α . Algorithm 2 shows the use of refine for computing canonical labels.
The function compute label on line 4 is used to encode a graph structure in a non-graphical form. Given a discrete partition π, take its adjacency matrix for graph G and define an integer n(G) by writing down the entries in the uppertriangle, row by row 3 . Interpreting the result as an n 2 -bit binary string, gives the return value of compute label. Furthermore, given a set of discrete partitions, the lexicographic order on the corresponding set of binary strings induces the presence of a unique, least element, which we take
Algorithm 2 canon(π, G): Computing a canonical label
Require: Unlabelled, undirected graph, G, and ordered partition π 1: π e = refine(π); {refine π to an equitable partition} 2: if π e is discrete then 3: {compare with smallest label so far} 4: v = compute label(G, π e ); 5: if v ≤ best then 6: best = v; {update label} 7: end if 8: else 9: {π e is not discrete -attempt to make non-equitable} 10: C = first non-discrete cell in π e ; 11: for all u ∈ C do 12: make a copy π u of π e in which C is split into u and C − u 13: canon(π u ); 14: end for 15: end if as the canonical label.
The procedure refine (line 1) generates for an initial partition π α , an equitable partition π β , such that π β ≤ π α . Typically, π β has significantly more cells than π α [15] , and consequently, π β has significantly fewer discrete partitions (vertex orderings) finer than π α . This premise forms the basis of Algorithm 2. Starting with an initial partition, create an equitable, finer partition. If this does not represent a vertex ordering, attempt to make a non-equitable, but finer partition (lines 10-12) and recurse. The overall procedure constructs a search tree, whose leaves are discrete partitions that must be considered when finding the canonical label. The size of the tree is, however, constrained through the use of refine, which progressively eliminates a large number of vertex orderings. An in-depth description of this procedure, together with algorithmic optimisations, can be found in [21] ; for a somewhat gentler introduction, see [23] .
In more detail, refine compares each cell with every other cell in π α . Comparing two cells V 1 , V 2 ∈ π α means that for every element v ∈ V 1 , we compute d(v, V 2 ). Elements of V 1 with the same number of edges to V 2 form a new cell; thus, V 1 is split into several non-empty cells. These cells are ordered by increasing degree, such that cell V i comes prior to cell
New partition π β1 is formed by replacing the cell V 1 ∈ π α , with the newly created cells. This process repeats with π β1 until it remains unchanged or is discrete; the resulting partition, π β is equitable. For correctness proofs of this procedure, see [21] .
New Extended Algorithm:
In order to represent the values of individual variables and constants, as well as to faithfully represent more complicated B data structures as graphs, we use directed, labelled, coloured (state) graphs. The move to directed graphs is straightforward (mainly consists of using full adjacency matrices in the compute label procedure rather than only triangular ones).Similarly, treating coloured graphs is also not difficult; one simply defines an order on the colours and uses an initial partition where the vertices have already been partitioned according to the various colours (see also [21] ). However, the move to graphs with labelled edges is less obvious. Below we describe how we have adapted McKay's procedure to handle such graphs. The main algorithm for computing the canonical label of a graph with directed and labelled edges is the same except for the compute label and refine sub-procedures.
It should be noted that our implementation of canon does not use several intricate programming optimisations used in nauty (e.g., two variables for all partition nests [21] ). Our implementation should be viewed as a proof of concept.
First we describe our change to the compute label subprocedure. For labelled edges, an ordering is placed on the set of labels L (the variable names), so that labelled graphs can be encoded as a single matrix, where each entry is a binary string of size | L |. For directed edges, we ensure compute label takes the row-by-row binary string for the full matrix. So for example, in 
Example 4. 5 We shall now integrate the methods described in Sections 4.2-4.4, to show how to compute the canonical label of an example B state, whose state graph G x is given in Fig. 9 .
Algorithm 3 refine(π, G): Extended partition refinement
whileπ is not discrete and α = ∅ do 4: Remove an element W from α; 5: for all ν ∈ 1 . . . l do 6: for all k ∈ 1 . . . n do 7: Compute ordered partition (
if s > 1 then 9: updateπ by replacing the cell V k with the cells X 1 , · · · , X s ; 10:
end if 12: end for 13: end for 14: Repeat lines 5 -13, but use alternate condition
15: end while 16: return Label equitable partition,π; 
Figure 9. Example state graph
The example state makes use of two deferred sets, DS 1 and DS 2 , and uses two variables, v 1 ∈ P(P(D 1 )) and , {x 1 , x 0 }, {root}, {x 1 }, {x 0 }) . Since the last cell V 4 = {root} is trivial, the algorithm progresses and begins considering edges labelled, v 2 (line 5, second iteration).
Splitting next occurs when d out is analysed (execution of line 14), for W = {s 2 } and the edge label, v 2 . When, ((s 1 ), W, v 2 ) and so partition π is updated to π := ({s 0 }, {s 1 }, {s 2 }, {x 1 }, {x 0 }, {root}), which is now discrete. Further splitting is not possible, so Algorithm 3 terminates with this discrete, label equitable partition 4 . With execution returning to line 1 of Algorithm 2, π e is discrete and the procedure terminates with the canonical label compute label(G x , π e ). Fig. 10 shows the first two rows of the adjacency matrix of G, which constitute the twelve most significant bits of the canonical label. 
Empirical Results
In Table 1 we present the results from applying symmetry reduction in PROB to five typical B specifications. For each specification, we vary the size of deferred sets (Card) and record the time required for model checking to terminate. The table also shows the number of states and transitions in the reachable state space, with and without (wo) symmetry reduction. All experiments are performed on a PC with a 2.8GHz Intel Pentium 4 processor, 1Gb of available main memory, running SICStus Prolog 3.12.0 (x86-win32-nt-4) and PROB version 1.2.0. scheduler0 defines a process scheduling specification, and is given in [20] . scheduler is a variation of scheduler0, taken from [17] . The deferred sets in both cases are the process identifiers. Russian Postal Puzzle is a specification of a cryptographic puzzle [10] , where the deferred sets are sets of available keys and locks. phonebook is a slightly more elaborate version of the phonebook defined in Fig. 2 , and has 3 variables. phonebook err is the phonebook specification with an error in the precondition of the delete operation, which leads to an invariant violation. Analysis of the results: Results obtained are encouraging. As can be seen, symmetry reduction reduces verification time up to some point, in each correct machine. Also, there is a large reduction in the number of states and transitions. The most prominent savings are for the phonebook machine, where a linear increase in size of deferred sets leads to a combinatorial saving in time; see the 'Speedup' column in Table 1 . In the case where deferred sets have a size of 6, reduced checking is 231 times faster than standard checking. The results for the phonebook err machine highlights PROB's effectiveness at finding counterexamples, even without reduction strategies. In fact, symmetry reduced checking requires more time to find the errors (even though fewer states are encountered) due to the overhead of computing representatives. However, the time required was still small (< 2s).
Predicting the magnitude of a speedup for some machine is non-trivial since it depends on the behaviour of the machine and the number of elements of deferred sets being used. In all cases, the speedups eventually drop off. The bottlenecks occur when the benefit of performing a constrained search outweighs the overhead of computing representatives. Fig. 11 shows how the speedup varies with the size of deferred set, for 3 machines. Data points correspond to the cardinality of deferred set used i.e., the nth point on a line shows the speedup when deferred sets contain n element(s). The drop off points illustrated are affected by programming inefficiencies. For instance, the Gauge profiling module in SICStus Prolog shows that more than 70% of computation time is spent accessing Prolog terms that model arrays; this figure would be significantly reduced if C-language arrays were used, which have constant-time access. Additionally, several major optimisations used in nauty are not used by our algorithm. The result of any algorithmic optimisation would be to increase the speedups achieved (i.e., increase the gradient of lines in Fig. 11 ) and delay the speedup drop off points.
Related Work
Symmetry reduction in model checking dates back to [4, 3] , and more recently [9] . A key difference with these works is that ours does not consider temporal logic formulas, but B's criteria of invariant violations, deadlocks and refinement. Despite this, the fundamental problem of efficiently computing representatives, namely the orbit problem, is common to all approaches.
The line of research that has developed symmetry reduc- tion techniques based on scalarsets [13] is the inspiration for the present article. The SymmSpin package [3] uses scalarsets to integrate symmetry reduction into the SPIN model checker. These special types contain only symmetric data values and are thus similar to deferred sets in B. However, the scalarsets approach is not automatic; it requires the user to identify and assert the presence of symmetries. Our approach is fully automatic since the deferred set is a key component of the B language. Furthermore, our reduction strategy will always apply to a large proportion of B machines since deferred sets are frequently used. In Section 4.2, we show how to encode a B state as a graph. Various other research also addresses this general problem, such as [24] , which describes an approach for states of Java programs. For each Java object one encodes its associated type (or program counter, if it is a thread), and a finite set of values. The state graph, or shape graph, is then a directed, labelled graph, which intuitively represents the state's contents, and which also makes use of a root node. This differs from B state graphs as shape graphs are entirely deterministic, except for the use of special transitions (i.e., indistinguishable labels that can indicate nodes corresponding to active threads) -both features are not present in B state graphs. In addition, B state graphs encode non-comparable abstract elements of deferred sets, for which there is no equivalent notion in Java. However, it remains that both methods share the use of state/shape graphs to achieve the goal of exploiting symmetries in their respective systems.
An interesting orthogonal concept for symmetry reductions is to use symmetry breaking predicates [7] , as used by the Alloy Analyser [14] , whose reductions are often several orders of magnitude. Its premise prevents redundant sym- metries being computed through the addition of predicates that constrain the search. Although originally aimed at SAT based search methods, the key ideas appear applicable to a constraint logic programming environment such as SICStus Prolog, as used by PROB.
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we have presented the first technique to achieve classical symmetry reduction for model checkers of B specifications. The algorithm computes representatives in two phases. First we compute the state graph of state s, and then we compute its canonical label, corresponding to the unique representative of s. We have described the relation of symmetries in B to canonical labelling algorithms, and have presented a translation of B states to graphs. We have also presented our extension to McKay's algorithm to find canonical labels. We have implemented the algorithm inside the PROB toolset and have evaluated the approach on a series of examples. The empirical results were very encouraging, where exponential speedups are sometimes possible. Furthermore, the techniques developed may be generalised for application to model checkers of other formal languages.
In future work, we will increase the speedups our method can achieve by optimising our implementation of the canonical labelling algorithm, so that its performance is closer to that of nauty. Immediate changes include translating Prolog procedures into C/Java, and using two variables per partition nest [21] , during search tree exploration, to significantly improve performance by reducing memory usage and computation time. Furthermore, we can optimise our implementation of partition refinement to better suit the properties of state graphs, and break more symmetries in each step (similar to how saucy [8] optimises nauty for CNF). One example is to use the fact that edges never originate from the set of vertices, X, introduced to represent nested values. Future work also includes constructing symmetry breaking predicates from the automorphisms found when computing canonical labels, and using them to constrain the search space before symmetric states are encountered.
